Geneva Road Map: invitation to countries, IOs and CSOs to join the effort

Let’s make this Super Year for Nature, one that makes a difference for its defenders.
Agenda

Opening

Regional Steps in 2021
- Aarhus Convention: A Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) for Defenders?
- ECLA Escazu Convention: What Will the Entry into Force Change in 2021 for Defenders?
- Southeast Asia: Situation of Environmental Human Rights Defenders During the Pandemic

Environmental International Milestones in 2021
- UN Environment Programme
- IUCN World Conservation Congress | September 2021 – Marseille, France
- UN Biodiversity Conference (CBD COP15) | 2021 – Kuming, China
- UN Climate Change Conference (UNFCCC COP26) | November 2021 – Glasgow, UK
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Making the most of policy and practical opportunities

The case of IUCN

- Enhance knowledge collection
- IUCN Programme 2021–2024 including business and biodiversity engagement;
- Towards an IUCN policy and action plan on environmental human rights defenders
- Annual reporting
- Dialogue with individual State Members
- Mobilize resources
- Campaigns
The Geneva Roadmap & Strengthening IUCN Action

- Momentum for boosting international cooperation
- Shared framework and language for building bridges
- A year of opportunity: milestone events which can make a difference for environmental human right defenders
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Can the post 2020 Biodiversity framework address environmental defender issues?

- ‘Open-ended Working Group (OEWG)’ to address the CBD’s implementation in the period post-2020
- Linking human rights and biodiversity potentially at heart of new framework
- Critical opportunity to address defender issues
- Target or cross-cutting enabling condition?
- CBD CoP Kunming, China 2021
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Addressing the needs and rights of climate defenders

CoP 26, Glasgow a turning point?
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Concluding questions

What steps in the 2021 Roadmap?

• Targeting key regional and global processes?

• Ensuring defenders issues and voices are part of conversations?

• New coalitions?

• More of the same? New practices?

• Annual exchange on the Roadmap 40/11
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Permanent Mission of Norway Geneva
Geneva Roadmap

Four action goals

1. **Reverse the tide of marginalization** and attacks against environmental actors

2. **Reinforce environmental rights**, enabling civic spaces and accountability

3. **Bridge initiatives** and enhance cooperation

4. **Break isolation and secure effective access** to protection
Roadmap progress?
Recognizing the challenges

1. Isolation of – and attacks against - defenders deepening under COVID
2. Civic spaces degrading in many countries
3. Growing number of defender initiatives and cooperation
4. Many defenders “under the radar” / securing adequate and effective protection measures
2021 Key milestones and basic steps for climate change, land and environment(al defenders)

A minimum scenario for addressing defender issues in key environmental processes.
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Next event

High-Level Dialogue on Plastic Governance | Beat Plastic Pollution
11 MAR 2021 14:00 - 15:30
Online | Webex
Stay with us for a virtual coffee

Geneva Road Map: invitation to countries, IOs and CSOs to join the effort

Let’s make this Super Year for Nature, one that makes a difference for its defenders.
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